Automatic Structure Verification (ASV) as an AI wizard: 
the milestones met and the challenges looming ahead
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The community of NMR spectroscopists certainly does not need an explanation of the meaning of terms like “structure verification” or “structure elucidation” or, more generally, “interpretation of a set of NMR spectra”. Likewise, the addition of terms like “computer aided” or “automatic” to the previous terms is quite straightforward and intuitive. But is it really? Actually, from the algorithmic point of view, each of these terms means something quite different, although we could reach the conclusion that they are not actually involved in software development, which means that the common denominator is a “computer aided” evaluation of a set of experimental, real-world data, and a completely “automatic” handling of the set. Much of how does ASV differ (using the same set of data) from the task of discriminating between several molecular structures. Likewise, while everybody understands that software products addressing these tasks should help the spectroscopist to carry out his tasks, very few think that it will be ever possible to eliminate a major portion of his everyday work. We actually think that the development of ASV where we do understand the role of AV will not be an easy job. We have to devise the way of incorporating specific know-how (in this case, “The NMR Book”), the way of ponder and combine fragments of information arriving from quite different quarters and based on the experience and application of new algorithmic techniques suitable to mimic parallel “thinking” and even “intuition”).

Much of this experience, we believe, could be put to work also in areas other than NMR but that, of course, goes beyond this presentation. We believe, however, that through the development of this kind of a wizard, NMR can significantly contribute to the understanding of how a real-world artificial intelligence should be built.

As an example what the wizard is doing during an ASV run, consider the standard 1H and the Edited-HSQC spectrum of Ramipril, one of the most common medicinal substances. The raw spectra, as well as the structural formula of the compound are shown on the right (Figures 1, left and right, respectively). The sample was a room-temperature solution in d4 DMSO (di-methyl-sulfoxide). It is evident that no software could ever proceed and evaluate such spectra as arrays of numbers with all their artifacts (such as receiver noise and baseline roll). Such a procedure would be extremely unweildy, inefficient and infelible.

The first step must be, unavoidably, a reduction of the raw data into lists of basic pertinent features which, in this case, are the spectral peaks. It is in fact a wise thing to make the code mimic, as much as possible, the time-honored methodology developed in describing and analysing the spectra “manually”. This is achieved using the procedure called GSD (Global Spectrum Deconvolution) which:

Discerns the individual peaks,
Fast-fits each peak's parameters (position, height, width, and position) trying to match the spectrum.
Lists the results in a digital file.

In this particular case the algorithm identifies 315 peaks in the 1D spectrum and 146 peaks in the 2D spectrum (see portions of the peak tables in Figures 2, left and right, respectively).

The main point is that the spectra are now in the “tabulated” form as such, but the fact that the procedure functions as a first “filter”, separating potentially valuable information from undesirable and irrelevant one (noise, baseline). Naturally, this involves soft thresholding, for example to decide whether a noise peak is a peak or whether a peak shoulder qualifies as an extra peak. This introduces the first “level” of uncertainty – something an automatic wizard needs to wade through all the time. As it proceeds through the various levels, from bottom up, the uncertainty generated at lower levels must progressively decrease in importance and impact, while new uncertain aspects emerge. The fact that thresholding (a non-linear operation) is heavily involved is reminiscent of neural networks which teach us that massive combinations of non-linear transfer functions is a pre-require to extracting meaningful information from seemingly random data.

The second step consists in automatic editing of the peak lists. The primary purpose of the editing is to analyse each peak, both separately and in relation to its neighbors, and decide whether it is a compound non-labile or labile peak, a reference peak, a primary or secondary solvent peak, or a 13C satellite (in I1H spectra), or an impurity or artifact peak. The results of the basic classification are displayed and color-coded for easy User inspection (Figures 3, left and right, respectively, for 1H and 2D peaks).

The third step, consisting in application-dependent data-analysis is actually inter-twined with the editing. It goes much further than what appears in the displays. For example, the wizard tries and groups the peaks into multiplets in 1D spectra or clusters (in 2D spectra), tries and guesses the total number of protons in the molecule and the way they are grouped together, builds internal data structures such as JC (J-correlation) lists of edited splittings, and uses them for various purposes such as multiplets purging and sifting. All this is done using non-linear techniques. The availability of a spectral/molecular structure (guaranteed in ASV) is obviously of great help but, the wizard does not stop when the molecule is unknown, thus opening the door towards Automatic Structure Elucidation (ASE).

Again, all this work relies heavily on non-linear statistical approaches, such as smooth thresholding, democratic scoring, and veto scoring. For example, to decide whether a peak might belong to the primary solvent, we apply a scoring system with 13 independent «tests».

Similar scoring systems are used to score the congruence of each peak with the secondary solvent, 13C, on its being a labile, on its memberships in a multiplet, etc. Multiplets and clusters, of course, have their own multiple scoring systems themselves. A typical ASV run can involve around 10000 individual scoring tasks, all of them are to some extent “fuzzy” and include non-linear operations. When an HSQC spectrum is run, it is useful in some cases to check on the predicted labile and water) and proceeding with elementary and global I assignments, up to its own self-standing ASV scoring. This is in line with another principle we have learned: generate and use any information as soon as possible (the greedy nature that any AI wizard should possess).

The fourth step is the generation of possible elementary assignments (which assigns a nucleus to a 1H multiplet or a 2D cluster) and enumeration of global assignments (the set of all elementary assignments, one for each nucleus in the molecule). Needless to say, this involves more scoring and some extra nuances, but the details really exceed the possible scope of this presentation. The one thing to point out is that the wizard proceeds along the steps (levels) almost all the scoring criteria become less generic and more specific to the application at hand (in this case incorporating more and more NMR-specific information). The scoring process is a search for a number of independent ASV tests, and their combined final outcome. Despite one red elementary assignment, the overall outcome is positive: the molecule might be compatible with the spectrum. In the same row, on the left, an expansion of the spectrum illustrate some of the complexities of the analysis (no room to go into details here).

When only the Edited-HSQC data are used (the last but one Figures Row) the final verdict is the same, and most (though not all) of the assignments are compatible with the 1H case.

When both sets of data are used (the last but one Figures Row) the outcome is actually less affirmative that in any of the two above cases. This is due to the fact that while for most nuclei the two spectra strengthen each other, there appears to be a «conflict» for one of the nuclei (the detail on the right shows that the cause might be an impurity multiplet). The more informative the data, the more likely it is that the wizard will find out a real life imperfection. For that reason, it must be taught a correct degree of «tolerance» in order to be really useful.
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